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Abstract 
This paper proposes a new method to compute Elliptic 
Curve Cryptography in Galois Fields GF(p). The 
method incorporates pipelining to utilize the benefit of 
both parallel and serial methodology used before. It 
allows the exploitation of the inherited independency 
that exists in elliptic curve point addition and doubling 
operations. The results showed attraction because of its 
improvement over many parallel and serial techniques 
of elliptic curve crypto-computations. 
 
1. Introduction 
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is a public-key 
crypto-system proposed by Koblitz [15] and Miller [16] 
in 1985. The idea of ECC is based on the Discrete 
Logarithm problem over the points on an elliptic curve. 
Since 1985, the year ECC was introduced, no real 
breakthroughs have been made in determining security 
weaknesses in the algorithm [1-9]. Although evaluators 
are still unconvinced to the trustworthiness of this 
technique, several cryptographic applications have been 
developed lately using these properties. The main 
improvement of ECC when compared to other equal 
security cryptosystems (e.g. RSA [17]) is found in the 
significant reduction in its key size [2,5,8], which results 
in a substantial faster system.  
 
Several GF(p) ECC processors have been proposed in 
the literature [4,7,10,12]. The gain of using dedicated 
hardware as crypto-systems is that it results in a 
considerable speed improvement and power reduction 
when compared to software solutions on general  
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purpose programmable processors. It also provides 
higher security than software solutions [10]. 
 
The proposed method considers representing the elliptic 
curve points as projective coordinate points in order to 
reduce the number of all inversion operations to one, to 
enhance the overall performance as adopted in many 
techniques [4,6,12]. This work, however, differs from 
existing ones in departing from the current sequential 
and parallel approaches in the computation of ECC to 
pipelining in four-stages. It is shown that pipelining will 
improve the speed and complexity over the sequential 
and parallel approaches, actually gaining the benefit of 
both, as will be proven by the AT characteristics.  
 
In the next section, we give an idea of encryption and 
decryption using ECC. Then, in Section 3, the ECC 
projective coordinates arithmetic is presented to avoid 
the complexity of the inverse computations. Section 3 
also maps the projective coordinate procedures into 
dataflow graphs showing data dependencies. Section 4 
provides the new pipelined method. The pipelining 
verification in provided in Section 5. In Section 6, we 
present the concluding comparisons. 
 
2. Encryption and Decryption 
There are many ways to apply elliptic curves for 
encryption/decryption purposes. In its most basic form, 
users randomly chose a base point (x, y), lying on the 
elliptic curve E. The plaintext (the original message to 
be encrypted) is coded into an elliptic curve point (xm, 
ym). Each user selects a private key ‘n’ and compute his 
public key P = n(x, y). For example, user A’s private 
key is nA and his public key is PA = nA(x, y). 
 
For any one to encrypt and send the message point 
(xm, ym) to user A, he/she needs to choose a random 
integer k and generate the ciphertext  
Cm = {k(x, y) , (xm, ym)+ kPA }. 
The ciphertext pair of points uses A’s public key, where 
only user A can decrypt the plaintext using his private 
key. 
 
To decrypt the ciphertext Cm, the first point in the pair of 
Cm, k(x,  y), is multiplied by A’s private key to get the 
point: nA (k(x, y)). Then this point is subtracted from the 
second point of Cm, the result will be the plaintext point 
(xm, ym). The complete decryption operation is: 
((xm,ym)+kPA) - nA(k(x,y)) = 
(xm,ym)+k(nA(x,y))-nA(k(x,y)) = 
(xm,ym) 
 
In fact, the most time consuming operation in the 
encryption and decryption procedure is finding the 
multiples of the base point, (x,y), known as scalar 
multiplication. Assume the base point is (x,y) is noted as 
P. The ECC algorithm is to calculate nP from P, which 
is performed by the binary method, since it is known to 
be efficient and practical to implement in hardware 
[2,5,7,9,10]. The binary method for scalar multiplication 
over an elliptic curve can be easily adapted form the 
corresponding algorithms used in exponentiation, and 
are summarized below: 
 
Define n: number of bits in k and ki: the ith bit of k  
Input:  P (a point on the elliptic curve). 
Output: Q=kP (another point on the curve). 
 
Left to Right Algorithm 
 
1.  if kk-1 = 1, then Q:=P else Q:=0; 
2.  for i = n-2 down to 0; 
3.   { Q := Q+Q ; 
4.      if ki = 1 then Q:= Q+P ; } 
5.  return Q; 
 
 
Right to Left Algorithm 
 
1.  if kk-1 = 1, then Q:=P else Q:=0; 
2.  for i = n-2 down to 0; 
3.   P := P+P ; 
4.   if ki = 1 then Q:= Q+P ; 
5.  return Q; 
 
 
The basic operations in all scalar multiplication 
algorithms are point addition and point doubling over an 
elliptic curve. Both binary methods algorithm scan the 
binary bits of k and doubles the point Q k-times. 
Whenever, a particular bit of n is found to be one, an 
extra operation is needed. This extra operation is Q+P.   
 
The left to right algorithm has received more attention 
due to its efficiency which aiming to minimize the 
number of non zero bits in k best for sequential 
computation. However, the right to left algorithm is 
more suitable for parallel or pipelined execution since 
the doubling can be carried out independently of the 
point addition. 
 
As mentioned earlier, the points operations over elliptic 
curve requires inversion [10]. This inversion is the most 
expensive operation [13,18-20] within all ECC 
calculations. However, there are designs that replace the 
inversion by several multiplication operations by 
representing the elliptic curve points as projective 
coordinates as will be clarified next. 
 
3. Projective Coordinate Arithmetic 
The projective coordinates are to eliminate the need for 
performing inversion. For elliptic curve defined over 
GF(p), the normal elliptic point (x,y) is projected to 
(X,Y,Z), where x=X/Z, and y=Y/Z [1]. This 
transformation computation to projective coordinates is 
performed only twice: at the beginning and at the end, 
so they can be calculated in software or by the main 
processor. 
 
The form procedure for point addition is shown below: 
 
P = (X1,Y1,Z1);Q = (X2,Y2,Z2);P+Q = (X1 ,X1,X1);  
where P ≠ ± Q 
 
(x,y)=(X/Z, Y/Z)Î (X,Y,Z) 
 
λ1 = X1Z1 1M 
λ2 = X2 Z1 1M 
λ3 = λ2 - λ1  
λ4 = Y1 Z2 1M 
λ5 = Y2 Z1 1M 
λ6 = λ5 - λ4  
λ7 = λ1 + λ2  
λ8 = λ62Z1Z2-λ32λ7 5M 
Z3 = Z1Z2λ33 2M 
X3 = λ8λ3 1M 
λ9 = λ32X1Z2-λ8 1M 
Y3 = λ9λ6 - λ33 Y1Z2 2M 
 ----- 
 15M 
 
Similarly, the form procedure for point doubling is 
shown below: 
 
P = (X1,Y1,Z1) ; P+P = (X3 ,Y3,Z3) 
(x,y)=(X/Z, Y/Z)Î (X,Y,Z) 
 
λ1 = 3X12+a Z12 3M 
λ2 = Y1 Z1 1M 
λ3 = X1 Y1λ2 2M 
λ4 = λ12 - 8λ3 1M 
X3 = 2λ4λ2 1M 
Y3 = λ1(4λ3-λ4)-8(Y1λ2)2 3M 
Z3 = 8λ23 2M 
 ----- 
 13M 
 
The squaring calculation in GF(p) is very similar to the 
multiplication computation. They both are noted as M 
(multiplication). The number of multiplication processes 
for adding two points is found to be 15M, while the 
number of operations for doubling a point is found to be 
only 13M. The number of addition/subtraction 
operations within the point addition is six additions, 
while they are four additions in the point doubling 
procedure.  
 
 
 
Fig. 1: Dataflow for adding two elliptic curve points 
 
The normal method of ECC computations is to compute 
the point operations completely sequential, which is too 
lengthy. Another technique [10] is to try to parallelize 
the computation on several multipliers as visualized in 
the dataflow graphs of Figures 1 and 2, for point 
addition and doubling respectively. The parallelization 
is performed depending on the multiplications since 
their computation complexity makes the addition and 
subtraction operations negligible. We in this research 
work are trying to combine between both the parallel 
and sequential strategies to gain the benefit of both. We 
improved these ECC methods significantly using the 
pipelining approach. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2: Dataflow for doubling elliptic curve point 
 
 
4. Pipelining 
Pipelining has the advantage of increasing the 
throughput, which is the number of results in time unit. 
However, pipelining will cause additional hardware 
complexity and time because of the latching between the 
pipelined stages. The pipelined multiplier assumed in 
this design consists of four main stages, where each 
stage should have a well-defined input and output 
interfaces. Each stage independently processes its inputs 
and generates the outputs for the next stage. In addition, 
the addition is made of two stages; i.e. the adder stages 
are equivalent to two stages of multiplications. Actually, 
addition is a very fast operation compared to 
multiplication [13], however, we will assume its 
computation in two pipelining stages.  
The pipeline used for scheduling two points addition 
operation can be shown in Figure 3. The space 
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component is the vertical one and time is the horizontal 
one. We can see that the last stage shows in which 
register the result will be stored. The total number of 
registers needed for this pipeline to store intermediate 
values are seven registers. The total number of time 
units needed is 31. The operation will store the final 
results in Registers: R1, R3, R2. Namely register R1 will 
contain the value of Z3,  R3 will have X3, and  R2 
represents Y3. 
 
   Y1 Z2= R1 Y2 Z1= R2
  Y1 Z2 Y2 Z1 X2 Z1
 Y1 Z2 Y2 Z1 X2 Z1 X1Z2
Y1 Z2 Y2 Z1 X2 Z1 X1Z2 Z1Z2
 
X2 Z1= R3 X1Z2= R4 Z1Z2= R5 R3+R4= R2
X1Z2 Z1Z2 R3+R4 R4-R3
Z1Z2 R2-R1= R1  R1R1
R2-R1  R1R1  
  
R4-R3= R3 R1R1= R6   Z2R3= R5
R1R1   Z2R3 R6R5
  Z2R3 R6R5 R3R3
 Z2R3 R6R5 R3R3  
 
R6R5= R6 R3R3= R7    R4R7= R2
R3R3    R4R7 R2R7
   R4R7 R2R7 R5R7
  R4R7 R2R7 R5R7  
 
R2R7= R4 R5R7= R5   R2-R4=R4
R5R7   R2-R4 Z1R5
  R6-R4 Z1R5 Y1R5
 R6-R4 Z1R5 Y1R5 R4R3
 
Z1R5= R1 Y1R5= R2 R4R3= R3 R2R1= R4  
Y1R5 R4R3 R2R1   
R4R3 R2R1    
R2R1    R4-R2=R4
Fig. 3: Two points addition operations pipeline 
 
The pipeline used for scheduling the point doubling 
operations is shown in Figure 4. The number of registers 
needed here is six registers, and number of time units 
is 30. After the completion of the elliptic curve doubling 
computation the final results are going to be found in 
registers: R6, R3, R1, representing the values: Z3, X3, Y3, 
respectively.  
 
As can be noticed from Figure 3 and Figure 4, both 
pipelines are partially utilized, because of the stalls 
exist. However, we can merge those two pipelines since 
we can do doubling and addition at the same time. The 
resulting pipeline is shown in Figure 5.  
The total number of registers needed is sixteen registers, 
and the number of time units is 45. The final results will 
be found in: R1, R3, R2, R13, R10, R8, which contains the 
values of: Z3a, X3a, Y3a, Z3d, X3d, Y3d, respectively. Note 
that index a points to result of doubling operation and 
index b points to the point addition operation. 
 
   Y1 X1= R1 Y1 Z1= R2
  Y1 X1 Y1 Z1 R3+ X1
 Y1 X1 Y1 Z1 X1+ X1= R3 Z1a 
Y1 X1 Y1 Z1 X1+ X1 Z1a  
 
R3+ X1= R3 Z1a= R1  R1R2= R3
Z1a  R1R2 R3X1
 R1R2 R3X1 R1Z1
R1R2 R3X1 R1Z1 R2Y1
 
R3X1= R1 R1Z1= R4 R2Y1= R5 R2R2= R6
R1Z1 R2Y1 R2R2  
R2Y1 R2R2 R3+R3= R3 R2+R2= R2
R2R2 R3+R3 R2+R2 R5R5
 
R2+R3= R3 R2+R2= R4 R5R5= R4 R4+R4= R4
R2+R2= R2 R5R5 R4+R4= R2 R3+R3= R2
R5R5 R1+R4= R1  R1R1
R1+R4= R2  R1R1 R5+R5
 
R3+R3= R1 R1R1= R4 R5+R5= R5 R4R6= R6
R1R1 R5+R5 R4R6 R4-R1
R5+R5= R5 R4R6  R5+R5= R5
R4R6    
 
R4-R1= R1    R1R2= R3
R5+R5= R5  R3-R1= R3 R1R2  
 R3-R1 R1R2  R3R1
 R1R2  R3R1  
 
 R3R1= R1   
R3R1    
   R1+R5= R1
  R1+R5  
Fig. 4: Point doubling operations pipeline 
 
In fact, the pipeline shown in Figure 5 represents the full 
word length operations. However, we can generalize the 
pipeline by introducing the size of the digit used in the 
multiplier:   
C = 45(N/w) 
 
Where,  C is the total number of time units 
N is the full word length 
w is the digit size 
 
Therefore, the first four operations in the pipeline: 
(Y1Z2), (Y2 Z1), (X2 Z1) and (X1Z2) will be repeated (N/w) 
times. 
 
 
   Y1 Z2= R1 Y2 Z1= R2 X2 Z1= R3
  Y1 Z2 Y2 Z1 X2 Z1 X1Z2
 Y1 Z2 Y2 Z1 X2 Z1 X1Z2 Z1Z2
Y1 Z2 Y2 Z1 X2 Z1 X1Z2 Z1Z2 R2-R1  
X1Z2= R4 Z1Z2= R5 R3+R4= R2 R4-R3= R3
Z1Z2 R3+R4 R4-R3 R1R1
R2-R1= R1  R1R1 Y1 X1
 R1R1 Y1 X1 Y1 Z1
 
R1R1= R6 Y1 X1= R8 Y1 Z1= R9 R10+X1= R3
Y1 X1 Y1 Z1 R10+ X1 Z1a 
Y1 Z1 X1+ X1= R10 Z1a Z2R3
X1+ X1 Z1a Z2R3 R6R5
 
Z1a= R8 Z2R3= R5 R6R5= R6 R3R3= R7
Z2R3 R6R5 R3R3 R8R9
R6R5 R3R3 R8R9 R10X1
R3R3 R8R9 R10X1 R8Z1
 
R8R9= R10 R10X1= R8 R8Z1= R11 R9Y1= R12
R10X1 R8Z1 R9Y1 R9R9
R8Z1 R9Y1 R9R9 R10+R10= R10
R9Y1 R9R9 R10+R10 R9+R9
 
R9R9= R13 R10+R10= R10 R9+R9= R11 R12R12= R12
R10+R10 R9+R9 R12+R12 R11+R11
R9+R9= R9 R12+R12 R8+R11= R8 R4R7
R12+R12 R8+R11 R4R7 R2R7  
R11+R11=R11 R4R7=R2 R2R7=R4
R4R7 R2R7 R5R7
R2R7 R5R7 R8R8
R5R7 R8R8 R12+R12
 
R5R7=R5 R8R8=R11 R12+R12=R12 R4R3=R3
R8R8 R12+R12 R11R13 R2R1
R12+R12 R11R13 R6-R4 R8R9
R11R13 R6-R4   
 
R11R13=R13 R11-R8=R8  R10-R8=R10
R11-R8 R12+R12 R10-R8 Z1R5
R12+R12 R2-R4 Z1R5 Y1R5
R2-R4 Z1R5 Y1R5 R4R3
 
Z1R5=R1 Y1R5=R2 R2R1=R4 R8R9=R10
Y1R5 R4R3 R8R9 R4-R2
R4R3 R2R1  R10R8
R2R1 R8R9 R10R8  
 
R4-R2=R2 R10R8=R8   
R10R8    
   R8-R12=R8
  R8-R12  
Fig.5: Pipeline for both addition and doubling 
 
5. Pipelining Verification  
Pipelining is based on having independent operations 
that can be done in the same time. To deduce a pipeline 
for the set of operations needed in the ECC point 
operations, we need to prove it through the data flow of 
the operations and check the dependencies. If we take 
the first part of the data flow, we can see that there are 
four independent operations that can be achieved 
simultaneously. Because of the independence of those 
operations, we can place them in the pipeline and they 
are noted by four different colors as shown in Figure 6. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6: Four colors of independent operations 
 
 
Therefore, in the first clock cycle, we plcae (Y1Z2) into 
the pipeline. In the next cycle, we move (Y1Z2) to next 
stage and bring (Y2Z1) into the first stage of the pipeline, 
and so on. The pipelined version of this portion of the 
dataflow can be represented as shown in Figure 7. 
 
   Y1 Z2 Y2 Z1 X2 Z1 X1Z2
  Y1 Z2 Y2 Z1 X2 Z1 X1Z2 zzz 
 Y1 Z2 Y2 Z1 X2 Z1 X1Z2 zzz zzz 
Y1 Z2 Y2 Z1 X2 Z1 X1Z2 zzz zzz zzz 
Fig. 7: Four multiplications pipeline dataflow 
 
 
In each time unit, there are no two slots that have the 
same color. This shows that those two operations can be 
achieved simultaneously. 
 
6. Comparisons and Conclusions 
As mentioned earlier, the pipelined multiplier needs 
more area and time than the non-pipelined multiplier 
used in parallel method. However, we compared the 
three possible methods: sequential, parallelized and 
pipelined computations. Tables 1 and 2 compare the 
estimation of hardware area and time for the three 
methods. For the sequential scheme, we will need one 
adder and one multiplier. The parallelized way needs 
three adders and eight multipliers. Finally, our pipelined 
technique needs only one multiplier and one adder. 
X1Z2X2 Z1Y2 Z1Y1 Z2
Y1 Z2 Y2 Z1 X2 Z1 X1 Z2
Design Add’s  Area 
Mult’s  
Area Total Area 
Sequential 24N 71N+71 95N+71 
Parallelized 3(24N) 8(71N+71) 640N+568 
Pipelined 36N+8 143N+119 179N+127 
Table 1: Hardware Component for the three designs 
 
 
Design Add’s Time 
Mult’s  
Time Total Time 
Sequential 10(4N+6) 28(4N2+16N+16) 112N2+488N+508 
Parallelized 4(4N+6) 4(4N2+16N+16) 16N2+80N+88 
Pipelined --- (45/4)(4N2+28N+24) 45N2+315N+270 
Table 2: Area Component for the three designs  
 
 
Table 3 shows the AT characteristics for the designs. It 
is clear from this table (Table 3) that the proposed 
pipelined computation method beats both the sequential 
and parallel ways in terms of AT. For the pipelined one, 
the AT is almost 75% and 78% for the sequential and 
parallelized method, respectively, for high values of N 
as observed in Figure 8, which shows the relation 
between the AT and the number of bits N. 
 
 
Design AT 
Sequential 10640N3+50512N2+80068N+36068 
Parallelized 10240N3+60288N2+101760N+49984 
Pipelined 8055N3+62100N2+88335N+34290 
Table 3: AT characteristics for the three designs 
 
 
Fig.8: AT study 
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